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INTRODUCTION 
There are various approaches to the calculation of characteristic p Car- 
tan invariants of a finite Chevalley group. One question that can be asked 
is: How do these Cartan invariants vary as the size of the field of definition 
varies? It is the aim of the present paper to show that the Cartan invariants 
are sums of traces of products of n matr!ces, where the field of definition 
has p" elements. The matrices themselves are calculated by certain relations 
among formal characters of the corresponding algebraic group. At first 
glance the matrices eem large and complicated, but in practice most of the 
terms are 0. The calculations, at least in low rank cases, are quite 
manageable and are considerably shorter than those in other approaches, 
e.g., I-3, 5-1. We give an example by applying this approach to calculate the 
first Cartan invariant for SL(3, p') and SU(3, p'). 
I. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Let G be a semi-simple simply connected algebraic group defined over K, 
the algebraic closure of a finite field of characteristic p. Let a be an 
endomorphism of  G such that the set of fixed points G,, is finite. (We are 
usually thinking of a as the Frobenius endomorphism.) Let p be an 
automorphism of the Dynkin diagram of G. Let z = ~,.p = a'p. We wish to 
examine how the representation theory of KG, varies with n and p. 
Let X be the weight lattice of G and let X § be the set of dominant 
weights. For 2 in X + let M~. be the KG module with highest weight 2. The 
endomorphism a induces actions on the set of KG modules and on X. We 
also denote these actions by a and write them exponentially. 
* Research partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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Let 6 be half the sum of the positive roots. Let X,, be the subset of X + 
consisting of those weights whose coordinates in terms of the fundamental 
dominant i,veights are all equal to or less than those of 6" -  6. These form 
a set of representatives of the residue classes of X modulo X". For example, 
when a is the Frobenius map, X,, is the restricted weight region, usually 
denoted Xp. 
If 2 is in X + then we can write ). = Y'. (2(i))"' with 2(0 in X,,. Then M;. 
is isomorphic to (~)"- i=o (Ma,)) ~'. The restrictions of the M)., 2 in X,,, to G,, 
give all the irreducible KG, modules up to isomorphisms. 
For 2 in X + let ;(p(2) be the formal character o't" M;.. This is an element 
of Z1"X] ~. the set of elements of the group ring Z[X] which are invariant 
under the Weyl group IV. The set {;(p(2):2~X +} forms a Z-basis for 
Z[X] w. The elements of Z[X] w can be considered as elements of R(G,), 
the ring of class functions on the p'-elements of G,. We shall not make a 
distinction in notation between an element of Z[X] w and its restriction to 
R(G~). The set {Zp(2):2EX,} forms a Z-basis for R(G,). IflL is in X, and 
2 is in X + we have 7.p(2' + l l )= "Zp().)~Xp(lO. The character Zp(6 ' -6 )  will 
be denoted by st, and we will simply write st for sto. 
For 2 in X, let q)a., be the character of the projective cover of Ma 
considered as a KG~ module. The set {q~.., :2eX~} generates a subring 
P(G~) of R(G,). Every element of P(G,) is divisible in R(G,) by Sty. 
For 2 in X let Z(2) = ~,,.~ w (sgn w)e(w(2 + 5))/Z,.~ w (sgn w)e(w5). If 
2 ~ X + this is the character of the Weyl module with highest weight 2. Let 
s(2) be Z~.' e(2')~ the sum being over the distinct elements in the W-orbit 
of 2. By the expression Mult(s(2)'7.p(lt), ~) where ~ is in Z[X] w we mean 
the coefficient of s(2)'7~p(/0 when ~ is expressed in terms of the basis, 
{s().)'Z,(It) : I' ~ X~, 2 ~ X + } of Z[X] w. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
Let P,(G) be the principal ideal of Z[X]  w generated by st,. The basic 
idea is to "approximate" the elements q~;..~ by the restriction to P(G~) of 
certain elements of P,(G) which we shall call ~z , .  These elements were 
defined in 1"4] and denoted 7';.., there. They are characterized by the 
following property. 
Write ~;..,=st,.~;..~ where ~z . ,~Z[X]  w. Then for 2, tt in X~, v inX +, 
Mult(s(v)" st,, ~ ;..,Zp(It) ) = 0 
unless v = 0 and ,u = 2 when the multiplicity is one. 
The multiplicity here is with respect to the basis {s(v)'xp(it):v~X, 
II~X + }, and the bar denotes complex conjugation. 
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The ~,~., can also be defined as the characters of the projective indecom- 
posable modules in Jantzen's category of u , -T  modules. It is shown in 
[-1, Lemma 9-1 that they have the "tensor product" property that ~;..,= 
n- -  I o i I-I,.-o (~;..,,) 9 Moreover the highest weight of 7';.., is 6~-~5-2.  
A formula for ~.,,  is given in [I, Lemma 2]. The formula expresses if;..,, 
in terms of the elements ().). To compute the coefficients one needs to 
know the decomposition of a Weyl module into irreducibles, as well as 
certain other quantities whose computation is explained in [2]. One can 
then use the tensor product property to compute ~'a., for general z. We 
shaU then assume that characters are kndwn and give a formula for r in 
terms of them. 
We now state our main results. For ~eZI-X] w and fl, ? in X + let 
m(~)a.~ = Mult(s(7)~st, s(fl)Q, and let M(~) be the matrix indexed by X + 
whose f l - ?  entry is m(~),~.~. Let P,, be the permutation matrix indexed by 
X + whose f l - ?  entry is 1 if tiP=7 and 0 otherwise. 
Let 2eX,,. Define matrices A~. j~ with entries in ZI-X] w inductively as 
follows: Let 
A~ l'= Z M((J~.Z,O,))r 
pE Xo 
pC,;. 
Assuming that A~. j-I} has been defined'as a matrix indexed by j - i  I-I;=, x, 
define At;. jJ to be the matrix indexed by I-I{=lX whose (ill ..... flj)-- 
(71 ..... 7j) component is
Muit(s(?j)~ st, s(flj)(Zp(lO )t~ u, 
pv~ 2 
where ~ is the (fl,, f l y - l ) -  (71 7j- i) entry ofA t/-l~ 
Let P~J} be the matrix indexed by / I-I~=, X whose _//-7 entry is one if 
_cO p =__7 and 0 otherwise. 
Tr/i-l,,-I {~d{J) l~  THEOREM 1. ~. ,=~j  ~ i=1 ~--~(ij~ -p J. 
(We will prove that At;. j} is 0 for all but finitely manyj.) 
We now give a formula for the Cartan invariants. 
For 2 and IL in X, let C~.~ be the number of times that ;Cp(l') occurs 
in ~b~.,. If i and j are non-negative integers let B (i'j) be the matrix 
indexed by I-I~.%Yl +1X + whose (ill ..... f l i+ j+l ) -  (71 ..... 7i+j+l) entry is 
Mult(s(Tl+y+l)'st, s(fl~+y+l)-~ .st) where ~ is the product of the complex 
~") times the conjugate of the (fl, ..... fl~)-()'l .... ,7i) entry of A;. 
(fl,+l ..... fly) - (7,+1, ..., 7j) entry ofA (/~. 
THEOREM 2. C "~ --N-'~176 ~.j~__o(--l)i+JTr [l-[n-I B "jJ 
2,/~ - -  z - i=O - -  ~s  l k=O 2{kl.p(k)l" 
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3. PROOF OF  THE T I tEOREMS 
By the 6rthogonality relations on R(G,) the number of times that ~j,., 
occurs in if).., (considered as an element of R(G,)) is equal to (~z, ,  Zp(ll)), 
where the brackets denote the usual inner product on R(G,). 
Thus, 
~u~. =q~..,+ Z (~e~.,,z,(f0),~,,.,. (I) 
The idea now is to invert formula (1) to express the qJ's in terms of the 
~U's. Forj>~0 we define elements ~bt. j) of P,(G) inductively as follows. T~. ,T  
Let v,~..,'t'(~ Pa.,. Let ~, ~..~ 't'(m)- Z~,~x,.~,#.a- (~a.,, Z~,(/t))O~ .... and assuming 
, t , ( J )  - ~ '  ~f l ( J  - ,,.,tb(. j - l )  has been defined, let ~ , ) . . , - ,~x , .~ , , ) .  ( ~., l), Zp(/t))~u., ,  for j~> 1. 
Let t/,(J) _ sL  , t , ( J )  
2, t - -  " "/" ).o t "  
LEMMA 1. q3~.. =~j=o(_l]J~u~j)c~ / j,01~ 9 
Proof This follows by inverting the formula (1). II 
We will show below that for large enough j, q~(J) is 0, so that the ).or 
summation in Lemma I is in fact finite. 
To find the projective indecomposables we must therefore valuate the 
~/'(J) and to do ihis we need to compute certain inner products in R(GO. ).o~1 
We shall do this by translating these inner products into multiplicities in 
R(G,) and 7/[X] w. The following result shows that we can express the 
inner product of an element of P(G,) with one in R(G,) in terms of 
multiplicities in R(G,). 
LEMMA 2. Let ~1, 42 ~ R(G~). Then (SL'4,, 42) = MultcT,(St,, (1"42), 
where the multipliei O, is with respect o the basis {Zp(2) : 2 e .t",} of R(G,). 
Proof. We have 
(Sty. 41, 42) = (Sty, (l" 42). 
Since St, is its own projective cover it follows from the orthogonality 
relations that this last inner product is equal to the number of times that 
St, occurs as-an irreducible constituent of (~, ~2. This is precisely the 
multiplicity stated in the lemma. | 
We now express the multiplicities occurring in Lemma 2 in terms of 
7/IX] w multiplicities. 
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LEMMA 3. Let ~eZ[X]  'v. Then Multo,(sG, r  Mult(s'(2)~sG, 
s(;.)~). 
Proof The proof of Lemma 8 of [1] is easily modified so that the 
result there holds for z in place of the Frobenius map. The lemma is then 
just a special case of that result. II 
The last 2 lemmas give the following formula for the inner product. 
LEMMA 4. (~a.,, Zp(lt))= ~.,~x+ Mult(s(v)'st, s(v)tp;..,Zp(lO). 
We now use this result to show that the summation i  Lemma 1 is finite. 
LEMMA 5. For ever), ). in X +, ~F (j) is 0 large enough j.
Proof Suppose ~u., appears in V'(J) and ~,  appears in ~/'(/+~) where - - ) ' , t  , 2 ,  T 
), and q are in X +. Then (tPy.,Xp(q)) is non-zero so Mult(s(v)~st, 
s(v)~r.~7~p(q)) is non-zero for some v in X +. Moreover v:/:0 since q~-?. 
The highest weight of s(v)'st, is v~+6' -6  while that of s(v)(~.~Zp(q) is 
v+6" -6 -?+q.  Thus v '+6~-6<<.v+f ' -6 -?+q,  or q>~v'-v+?, 
where the ordering is the usual partial one on X +. Thus (q, ct~) > (?, eta) 
where ct~ is the dual to the highest short root (i.e., the highest long co-root) 
in the root system of G. But since qeX, ,  we also have (q, ct~>~< 
(6 ' -6 ,  ct~>. There can thus be only a finite number of non-zero ~tJ) 
which l~rovcs the lemma. I 
We now express the sum of multiplicities given in Lemma 3 as the trace 
of a product of matrices. 
LEMMA 6. Let ~i, i=0  ..... II--1, be elenlents of Z[X] W. Then 
n- - l  Za~.v* Mult(s(2)~sL, s().)I-Ii=o ~')=Tr  , - i  I-It o ~,l(~i)Pp. 
Proof The sum of multiplicities is equal to ~ "-  I-Ii_o Mult(s(2i+ 1) ~ st, 
, . .~  P - -  s(2i)~) the sum being over all 2~, 2, in X § such that 2 , -20 .  But this 
is precisely the trace of the product of matrices tated. | 
We now prove our main results 
Proof of Tlworem 1. We first show that 
(n-i~=i 'A 'j) w~ptJ)~ ~(/.~=Tr , ;.(i), -  j .  (2) 
For j=  I this follows from Lemma2 by applying Lemma6 to 
~=Z, , ,x ,  (k;.Zp(lO. Assuming the formula for j -1 ,  
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0"~- F~ (Oi~; -'~, z,(lt))O,,,, ),,T - -  
Iz E X~ 
t4 e Xt  
y" Mult(s(y)'st, -u -  = s(~)O~. . ,  ')z,(tt))O,,,. 
peX,  7~X + 
Using the formula for ~p~J~-~ and an argument similar to the one in 
Lemma 6, gives this sum as the trace of the matrix stated. 
The proof of the theorem now follows from the formula in Lemma 1. I 
Proof of Theorem 2. It follows from the definitions, Lemmas 2, 3, and 
6, and Theorem 1 that 
n- -  l 121(i,J) 
9 "r2(l'l(i) , r).l~/(J)} - - - -  Tr (kl~I= o ~.(k),,,tk) ] 9 
On the other hand, by the orthogonality relations in R[G,], rm-  ~ ,J., "r - -  
(q~.,, q5 ). The formula now follows from Lemma 1. 1 
We conclude by proving a lemma which makes it easier to calculate 
inner products of elements in P,(G). First recall the following well-known 
formula (see [4,.Exercise 24.9]): If 2, It ~ X then 
s(;.)z(tO = ~ z(tt +).') (3) 
2 '~2 
the sum being over all W-conjugates of 2. 
Also note that 
Z(2).~ st= Z((). + 6) ~ - 6) (4) 
since by definition the left hand side is equal to 
(,.~w (sgn w)e(w(). + 6)~,/,.~ w (sgn w)e(w6~)) 
9 ( .~,v  (sgn w)e(w6~')l..~w(Sgn w)e w6)), 
which is equal to the right hand side. 
LEMMA 7. Let ~Z[X]  w. Then Mult(s(2)~176 
where the second multiplicity is with respect o the basis {s(2) : 2 ~ X + } of 
z [x ]  w. 
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Proof The iemma will follow if we show that Mult(s(2)*st, s(tl).s't)= 0 
for all 2 ~ X unless It ~ X" = {2" : 2 e X}. Now if this multiplicity is non-zero 
forsome 2 then Mult(x(2)"st, s(lO .st) is non-zero for some 2eX.  Then by 
(3) and (4), wlL+6~-6=(2+6)~-6  for some we W, and so ~tTLeX ~ as 
required. I 
This lemma in particular makes the computation of the multiplicities 
appearing in the definition of the matrix B "j~ more efficient. 
4. AN EXAMPLE" SL3(q) AND SU3(q) 
We illustrate the ideas in the previous ection by examining the projec- 
tive cover of the trivial module and the first Cartan invariant for SL3(p") 
and SU3(p" ) for p >1 5. 
We now suppose that G is one of SL3(K ) or SU3(K) and that p >~ 3. Let 
a be the Frobenius map and let p be either the identity (to get SL3(p")) 
or an automorphism of order 2 (to get SU3(p")). 
We shall denote elements of X by their coordinates in terms of the 
fundamental dominant weights. The decomposition of Z(;.) for the cases 
under consideration is well known. If 2 ='(a, b) is in X, then Z(2)= Zp(2) 
if a+b<~p-2,  while Z(2)=Zp().)+xp().') where 2'= (p -b -2 ,p -a -2 )  
if a+b>.p-2 .  It follows from [1, Lemma2] that q ' ;=st . s (p - l -b ,  
p - l -a )  if a+b>>.p-I while qt ; .=st . ( s (p - l -b ,  p - l -a )+s(a+l ,  
b+ 1) i f a+b<p-  I. In particular, ~w.o~= St . (s( l, l )+s(p -  l ,p -  l)). 
To calculate the traces of products of the matrices M(~) it will be 
convenient o introduce the following partial order on X+: ).~I* will 
mean that either I t - ) .  is a sum of positive roots, or each coordinate of ). 
in terms of the fundamental weights is at most equal to the corresponding 
coordinate of It. It is clear that this is indeed a partial order. 
Abbreviate ). = (0, 0) by 0. To calculate q5 o by the formula in Section 2 
we need to know when M(~koZp(10 ) can be non-zero. 
LEMMA 8. If II is a non-zero restricted domhlant weight, then the fl, ? 
entry of M(~oZp(lO) is 0 unless ?~fl except for the following cases, in each 
of which the entry is one: 
(1) It = (p--  1, 0), fl =T= (1, 0). 
(2) ll(0, p - l ) ,  f l=?=(0 ,  1). 
(3) I t=(p- - l , l ) , f l=(O,  1),?=(1, O). 
(4) I t ( l ,p - - l ) ,  f l=( l ,0 ) ,  y=(0 ,  1). 
(5) l i (p - - l ,p - - l ) , f l=T=( l , l  ). 
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Proof If Iz=(a, b) then r can be written as a sum of 7.(v) 
using formula (3) of the previous section. It is easy to check that the 
u - ; )  entry of M(7.(v)) for each such term is 0 unless ~,~<fl except when 
v = (p -  1 + a, p -  l + b). The value of the entry is then one precisely for 
the values of lt, fl, and "~, stated in the lemma. In each case a+b>p-2 ,  
so when 2 is in X,,  Zv(2) can have such a 7.(it) appearing with non-zero 
multiplicity only when ). = It. The lemma now follows. I 
We now use this iemma and formula (2) to compute ~,(ol~. 
LEMMA 9. 
i / / ( I  ) = TF O,t !1) L|g'(PoI") r P" ' i=0  
where Pv is the 3 x 3 identio' matrix if p is the Menti O, and is equal to 
otherwise. 
Proof By Lemma 8 the only part of A(o 1) which will contribute to ,1,,) YO,  T 
as given by the trace formula in (2) is the part indexed by (1, 0), (0, 1), and 
(1, 1), and this part of A~ ~) is precisely the matrix displayed in the lemma. 
(Note that ~,(v_j.v_l)= 1.) I 
It will be a bit more convenient if we split off a st, from ,r,o) Accor- ~t" O, t " 
dingly, define ,r,, -de( t )  1 and let ~v~., = St,.~b'o.,. Thus by Lemma 9 we Y'O,* - -  WO, r - -  
have 
~b~ \~(p-t . i )  r / Pp ' 
(5) 
where Pp is the identity or (o ~ ) according as to whether p is or is not the 
identity. 
To find ,t, t2) ~-o,, we must now compute the matrices M(~z'/.p(U)) where ~,~. 
is a term appearing in Ato 1) as in Lemma 9. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose ). either (p -  1,0), (0, p -  1), (p -  1, 1), (1, p -  1), 
or (p -  1, p -  1) tmd ll is hz Xp. The f l -" i  entry of M(~;.7.p(U)) is 0 unless 
"l~fl except ht the followhlg cases when the entr), is one: 
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(I)).=(p-1,0),it=(p--l,p--l),fl=7=(O,l). 
(2)).=(O,p--l),lt=(p-l,p-l),fl=y=(l,O). 
(3) 2=(p--l,p--l),it=(p--l, p--l),fl=y=(l,l). 
Proof. We have 
tp(p -- 1, O) = s(p -- 1, O) = s(O, p -- 1 ) 
tp(O, p -- 1 ) = s(O, p -- 1 ) = s(p -- 1, O) 
tp(p--  1, l )=  s (p - -  Z, O)= s(O, p--Z) 
~(1, p-- l)=s(O, p- -2 )=s(p - -2 ,0 )  
~9(p -- 1, p -- I ) = s(O, 0). 
We can use (3) to write each ~.7.(ll) as a sum of Z(v). Examining each term 
it is easy to check that the f l -7  entry of M(Z(V))  for each such Z(v) is 0 
unless y~<fl except when v=2+/~ when the entry is one for the values of 
2, It, fl, and 7 stated in the lemma. In each case 7,(10= St, which does not 
appear with non-zero multiplicity for any 7.p(l~) when it is restricted except 
for l l=(p -  1)3. The iemma follows. II 
LEMMA 11. 
•k  (2) = 2 i f  p is the identi O' O,T 
= 0 otherwise. 
Proof. By Lemma 10 the only part of A~o 2~ which contributes to $~o ~as 
given by the trace formula (2) is the part indexed by ((0, 1), (1,0)) and 
((i, 0), (0, 1)) and this part is equal to (~ o). The corresponding part of Pp 
is the identity if p = 1 and (o ~) otherwise. The lemma then follows from 
Theorem 1. II 
LEMMA 12. ' tAY) - -Ofor j~3.  Yo, t - -  
Proof  --o.~U~2~ is either 2St,  or 0 and (St , ,  Zp(It)) is 0 for li in X, unless 
p= (p--1)3. II 
Putting these results together we have the following formula for q~o.,- 
TrtEOREM 3. q)o., = ~o, , -  ~'o., + St ,  i f  p = I and (bo. , = ~o, , -  
7Wo. , -St ,  i f  p# 1, where ~ 'o . ,=St , .~ 'o :  is given by (5). 
Proof  This follows from Theorem 1 and Lemmas 9, 11, and 12. 
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COROLLARY. The degree of q~o., is equal to p3,( 12" - 6" + 1 ) if p = 1 and 
is equal to pa ' (12" -  6" -  1) / fpva 1. 
Proof This follows by evaluating the formula in Theorem 3 at 1. I 
We now proceed to the determination of the first Cartan invariant 
Cr  (qSo. T, qSo.,). Since St, is also an irreducible G, module we have O,O-- 
(q)o.,, St , )=0.  Thus (Oo., + St,, tl)o, + St,) (') _ , _ = Co. o 4- 1. Thus by Theorem 3
we obtain 
C(~l  = (Tto . ,  _ ~) . , ,  q'Jo., - -  ~c) .~) - -  1. O,0 (3.9) 
The calculation ow proceeds by considering separately each of the terms 
(~/Jo,~, ~o,~), (~Po.,, !G),,), and (~)., ,  ~).T). 
LEMMA 13. Suppose p>_-7. Then (~uo. ,, ~Po,~)= 1 +2.2"+a"+b"  if 
p = 1 and is equal to 1 + a" + b" if p va 1, where a and b are disthlct roots of 
the polynomial x2 - 18x + 48. 
Proof By the formula in Section 3, (~o.,, ~Po.,) is equal to the trace of 
(M(d/gSt))'Pp. Now Lemma7 can be used to  somewhat simplify the 
calculation of the entries of this matrix. By that result the f l-~, entry is 
equal to Mult(s(pT), ~oZS(fl)). Now ~o2= ( s (p -  I, p -  l )+s( l ,  1)) 2 can be 
expanded as a linear combination of s(v). The [ I -7  entry of the matrix 
corresponding to each such term is 0 unless ?~<fl except for the following 
cases: 
(1) v=(2p-2,2p-2),fl=7=(2,2) 
(2) v = (0, 3p-  3), fl ='f = (0, 3) 
(3) v=(3p-3 ,0 ) ,  ] /=?=(3 ,0)  
(4) v=(p- l ,p - l ) , (p -2 ,  p+l),or(p+l,p-2), f l=?=(l ,  1) 
(5) v=(0,0) , /~=~,=(0,0)  
(6) v=(p,p),fl=(O,O),7=(l,l). 
Because of (6) the (1, 1 ) - (0 ,  0) entry of M(d/gst) also contributes to the 
trace we are looking for. Thus we must also consider 
(7) ,.=(1, 1),/~=(l,0), ~,=(0,0). 
The entry in each case is one except for (7) where it is 6. The coefficient 
of s(v) in fro: is 1 in case (1), it is 2 in cases (2)-(4), (6), and (7), and it 
is 12 in case (5). 
Thus the only part of M(~gst) that wil contribute to the trace we are 
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computing is indexed by (2, 2), (0, 3), (3, 0), (1, 1), and (0, 0). This part is 
equal to 
E ] 
1 
2 
2 
12 2 
12 6 
When p= 1, (~0.,, ~Uo.,) is then equal to (he trace of the nth power of the 
matrix, which is given by the statement of the lemma. If p :/: 1 then the 
inner product is equal to 1 +Tr(  2 or,2, (0 ~)+Tr(~22 ), which is again as in 
the statement of the lemma. | 
LEMMA 14. Suppose p = 5. Then 
(~Fo.,, ~Fo.,) = l + 3 9 2" + ( -2 ) "  + a" + b" /f p=l  
= 1 + 2"-- ( - -2)"+ a"-I- b" /f p~l l  
where a atrd b are as hi the previous lemma. 
I 
Proof We have the same argument as in Lemma 13 except that there 
are 2 additional cases for s(v) to be considered: 
(8) v(3p-3,0) ,  f l=(0,2),  ) '=(2,0) 
(9) v=(0 ,3p-3) ,  f l=(2,0),  ),=(0,2). 
The entry is one and s(v) occurs in ~,o 2 with coefficient 2 in both cases. Thus 
there is an additional contribution to the inner product of Tr(2 ~ 2), if p = 1 
and of Tr( ~ 02) ~ (o ol), if p ~ L This gives the modified expression for 
(V'o.,, '/'o,~). I 
LEMMA 15. Suppose p >1 5. Then 
(~Uo, 7~)=2+2.2"- t -8"  /f p= 1 
=8" ,y" p#l .  
Proof Using the definition of ~,~ we see that the inner product is equal 
to the trace of the matrix B"P~ 2~ where B is the matrix indexed by 
X + x X + whose (ill, f12) - (71,)'2) entry is Z,,,,o.,,~ p-l~ m(~'oL-;(lt))~,.~, 
re(Co ~',,)p2,~,. 
By Lemma 8 the only it we need consider are II = (P-- 1, 0), (0, p- -  1), 
(p--  1, 1), or (1, p- -  I). We compute M(r ~uu) by using Lemma 7. Multi-  
plying out ~'o~P~, as a linear combination of s(v) for the above values of F 
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and computing Mult(s(p?), s(fl)s(v)) we see that the values are 0 unless 
?~<fl except for the following cases: 
(1) l l=(p - - l ,O) ,  v=(p- - l ,2p - -2 ) ,  /3=?---(1,2). 
(2) it = (0, p - -  1), 
(3) It = (p - -  1, 0), 
(4) It = (0, p -- 1 ), 
(5) ~t = (p- -  1, 0), 
(6) i t=  (0, p - -  1), 
(7) it = (p - -  1,0),  
(8) ~t=(0 ,  p -  1), 
(9) i t=  ( l ,p -  1), 
v=(2p--2,  p--  I), ]3=7= (2, 1). 
v(2p-- 2, 0), p = r = (2, 0). 
v=(O, 2p-  2),/~=? = (o, 2). 
v=(0 ,p -  1), f l=?= (0, 1). 
v= (p-- 1,0), f l=?= (0, 1). 
v=(1, p), f l=?= (0, l). 
v(p, 1), fl=~,= (1, 0). 
v=(p--l, 1), fl=(O, 1), ?= (1,0) 
(10) l t=(p - l , l ) , v=(1 ,  p.--1),fl=(l,O),?=(0,1). 
The multiplicity of s(p?) in cases (1)-(6) is one and it is two in cases 
(7)-(10). The coefficient of s(v) is one in cases (1), (2), (7), and (8) and it 
is two in the others. Thus the only part of B contributing to the trace.of 
B"Ptp 2) is indexed by ((1,0), (1, I)), ((0, I), (2, 1)), ((1,0), (2,0)), ((0, 1), 
(0, 2)), ((1, 0), (0, I)), and ((0, 1), (1,0)) and is equal to 
1 
2 
2 
4 4 
4 4 
Computing B'P~ 2) gives the formula for its trace as stated in the lemma. | 
LEMMA 16. Assume p>15. 
(~; ,  ~';) =4 + 2.2" + 6". 
Proof The inner product is equal to the trace of C'Pt, 3) where C is the 
matrix indexed by X + x X + x X + whose (fl~,/32, f13)- (71,72, ?3) entry is 
Y~ m(Oo'Z, tlO)p,.,,m(OoZ,(v))p~.,2m(~,~'D~,.,,. 
;.,p~O 
2,/.~ r (p-- l )p 
By Lemma 10, the only ii or 2 we need consider are either (p -1 ,  0), 
(0, p -  1), (p -  1, 1), or (1, p -  1). Again we use Lemma 7. Multiplying out 
the various r  as linear combinations of s(v) for the values of It and 2 
given above and computing Mult(s(p?), s(fl)s(v)), we see that the values 
are 0 unless ?~<B except for the following cases: 
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(1) lt=).=(p--l,O), 
(2) /t=2=(O,p--1), 
(3) lt=(p--l,O),).= 
(4) / t=(0,  p - - l ) ,  2= 
(5) t~ = ). = (p -  1, o),  
(6) #=).=(O,p--1), 
(7) I t=~=(p- l ,O) ,  
(8) t ,=) .=(o ,  p -  1), 
(9) #=?=( l ,p -  1), 
v = (2p - 2, 0),  fl = ~, = (2, 0).  
v = (0, 2p -2) ,  f l=?= (0, 2). 
(o, p -  I), v=(o,  p -  I), f l=~,= (o, l). 
(p- - l ,O) ,  v=(p- - l ,O) , f l=y=( l ,O) .  
v=(p-  I, p - l ) ,  f l=~,=(1,  1). 
v=(p- l ,p - l ) ,  f l=~,= (1, 1). 
v = (o, o ) , /~  = ~ = (o, o).  
v = (o, o),  ~= ~, = (o, o). 
v = (o, o), fl = :, = (o, o). 
(lo) l~=~,=(p-1 ,  l), v=(0,0) ,  f l= :,(0, 0). 
The muitiplicity of s(p?) in each case is one. The coefficient of s(v) is one 
in cases (1), (2), (5), and (6); it is 2 in cases (3) and (4); and it is 3 in cases 
(7)-(10). Thus the only part of C which will contribute to Tr(C"P(p 3)) is 
indexed by 
and 
((~, o),  (o, l) ,  (2, o) )  
((o, ~), (1, o), (o, 2)), 
((1, o), (o, 1),,(o, 1)), 
((o, l), (1, o), (l, o)), 
((o, l), (o, 1), (1, 1)), 
((1, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)), 
((0, 1), (0, I), (0, 0)), 
This part of C is equal to 
1 
((1, o), (1, o), (o, o)). 
l 
2 
2 
l 
1 
3 
3 3 
Computing C"P(, 3) gives the formula for its trace as stated in the lemma. | 
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TtlEOREM 4. I f  p >~ 7 then C~,o = a" + b" + 6" - 2 . 8", where a and b are 
as ill Lemma 13. l f  p = 5 then 
C ~ -a"  o.o-  + b" + 6" -  2 9 8" + 2" + ( -  2)" tf p=l  
= a" + b"+ 6" -  2 .8"  + 2" -  ( -2 ) "  ~f p#l .  
Proof  This follows from formula (6) using Lemmas 13-16. | 
Remark.  The cases p = 2 and p = 3 can also be handled by the above 
method. (Cheng [6]  has done the case p = 2.) The computat ion for p = 2 
differs from other p because the formula for q~o is different. The case p = 3 
is similar to the case for general p but there are additional s(v) to be 
considered in Lemmas 13, 15, and 16, which makes the resulting matrices 
more complicated. 
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